Identity Credentialing Systems

A Cost Effective Enterprise Enrollment Solution for all Credential Card Types Including PIV, PIV-I, CIV, CAC, TWIC, STRAC & FRAC

The NextgenID® Multi-Modal Biometric Enrollment KIOSK (MBE KIOSK) System is designed to be operated free standing in any chosen enrollment location and operate in multiple modalities ranging from self-service, remote operator administration and local operator supervised with complete maintenance support.

The MBE KIOSK is engineered to be the most flexible, multi-application, multi-customer shared biometric enrollment unit on the market. It is designed to accommodate a wide-range of custom configurations without impacting the core functionality necessary for accurate enrollment and identification. The MBE KIOSK complies with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) standards and easily adjusts to enroll persons of all heights.

- Multi-modal Biometric Enrollment
- Easy to learn, use and manage
- Complete identity enrollment in under 5 minutes
- High quality automatic biometric image capture
- Reliability for long life in high traffic, high use areas
- Ease of setup, maintenance and support
- Automated quality check-against-required standards; i.e. ISO19794-5 & INCITS 385
- Complete Security and Privacy
- Transaction-based auditing and reporting
- Feature-rich performance reporting capabilities
- The strongest KIOSK product standards compliance in the industry
- Hardened data security throughout - for privacy and a secure chain of trust from capture to credential production

Simplifying the Identity Enrollment Process for all Government ID Standards Including FIPS-201, NIST SP:800-116 and DTM 09-012

Complete Enrollment Services

SPONSORSHIP PORTAL
Pre-Enrollment Web portal for sponsorship organization processing

ENROLLMENT APPLICATION SOFTWARE
Easy and effective PIV-I, PIV and CAC enrollment processing of sponsored personnel

CENTRAL KIOSK WEB-SERVICES
A secure web-portal and central repository for enrollment records, including enrollment metrics aggregation and an option to run biometric lookout and fraud (duplicate) checks.

MULTI-BIOMETRIC KIOSK
Articulating, integrated kiosk hardware platform containing all necessary PIV certified components to enforce and perform PIV, PIV-I and CAC enrollments.